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for baby
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In this electronics section you’ll find the full range of our most
innovative products, carefully designed to make day to day life
with baby as easy as possible, even before birth.
Maternity, Baby Monitors, Safe Spaces, Baby Care and
Relaxation are the categories in our catalogue, all together in this
new, complete section.
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In this catalogue you’ll find that some of our products have
been redesigned. We’ve improved the design of our audio baby
monitors (Digitalk easy and Digitalk luxe) with a matte finish and
improved technology, such as the USB-C connector system,
which means you don’t need a charging base or adaptors.
Another update to our existing products is the redesign of the
Chefy6, which still has the same 6 functions which make it
the best all-round food processor on the market: chop, steam,
defrost, heat, maintain temperature and sterilise bottle.
Because now that well-being, health, hygiene, safety, and rest
are more important than ever, Miniland is here with you.
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sweetBeat 89304
LISTEN, FEEL AND SHARE THE SWEET BEAT OF THE BABY,
NOW AND ALWAYS
Listen to and record the foetus’
heartbeats

Bluetooth 4.0

From week 16

Share the sounds on the
eMyBaby® app

Extra functionalities in the
eMyBaby® app

Rechargeable using
microUSB

The most modern heart listener on the market
This innovative device allows to listen in real time to the foetus’ heartbeats and
record them by connecting the device using Bluetooth technology to the mobile app
eMyBaby®. Furthermore, with sweetBeat, you can use headphones or listen to the
beats from the mobile device.
After the first trimester
sweetBeat allows the paretns to listen to prenatal activity from week 16, meaning that they
can hear the baby from the beginning of the second trimester to the end of the pregnancy.
Allows to share the baby’s hearbeats with the loved ones
The eMyBaby® app allows the recorded audio files to be shared with family and
friends. In this way, the parents-to-be will be able to listen to the first movements of
their baby on their mobile phone or tablet and share them on social networks with
their closest relatives and contacts.
Parents can follow the pregnancy step by step in the mobile device with eMyBaby®
As well as a heart listener, Miniland has developed an entire module in the eMyBaby®
app for the pregnancy. There we can find sections such as the one for the mother,
where all medical data during the pregnancy can be stored; a module with all the
information relating to the baby’s development; a space to add the most important
medical appointments; a contractions counter for when the moment arrives to give
birth, and even a baby diary to write down the evolution of the pregnancy day to day.
Small, convenient, and with a rechargeable battery
The rounded and compact design of sweetBeat as well as its small size means that it
is convenient and easy for mothers to use. Furthermore, it has a rechargeable battery
that can be charged using any microUSB cable.

sweetBeat gel 89211
250 ML ULTRASONIC CONDUCTIVE GEL BOTTLE
Ultrasound conductive gel included
SweetBeat can be used in conjunction with the 250ml ultrasonic conductive gel
bottle so that parents can listen to their baby as many times as they wish with the
highest quality.
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89211

HEART LISTENER

89304

sweetBeat

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Techonology used
Charge time
Use time
Measurement range

doppler
2.5 hours
3 hours
50~210 ppm

Accuracy

±2 ppm

Batteries

1x rechargeable Li-ion 3.7 V

Ultrasound power
Recommended use
Frequency used
Bluetooth compatibility
Bluetooth Range
Size (diameter x width) / Weight

≤ 10 mW / cm2
From the week 16
2.5 MHz ±15%
3.0 and 4.0
5m
8x5 cm / 75.8 g

FUNCTIONS
Auto power off

•

Compatible with eMyBaby®

•

Graph of heart rhythm 1

•

Recording of foetus sounds 1

•

Playback of recorded sounds 1

•

Share the sounds 1

•

Connection indicator

•

Low battery status indicator

•

ACCESSORIES
Micro USB to USB charging cable

•

Audio jack output

•

1

5

In the eMyBaby® App

digitalk easy 89474
USER-FRIENDLY DIGITAL AUDIO BABY MONITOR WITH HIGH
QUALITY SOUND

Voice activation

Night light

Out of range alert

Low battery indicator

Luminous sound indicator

Allows the baby to be heard with total clarity and zero interference
Thanks to its range of up to 300 meters and its digital technology, the parents will be
able to hear the baby with full sound quality and zero interferences.
Maximum protection for the baby
Thanks to the VOX (voice activation), the baby monitor remains in standby mode
while the baby is resting peacefully, activating again when a sound is detected. This
way, the baby is emission-free, while energy is saved.
To take the parents’ unit anywhere
The parents’ receiving unit may be connected to the electrical mains or the
rechargeable batteries included may be used, enabling parents to move around with
no cables.
Nightlight
The pleasant nightlight relaxes and provides comfort to the baby, allowing it to see in
a room in the dark.
Luminous indicator of sound intensity
The parents unit features two LED warning lights which light up when some
sound is detected on the room. This option is particularly useful for people
with sensory difficulties.
The parents unit always located!
If the parents can’t remember where they have left their receiver, simply pressing a
button on the baby unit will make it beep and enable them to find it.
Everything under control
The device features low battery and out-of-range alerts to ensure the parents are not
left without seeing the baby.
Traveling with the baby monitor
The device is convenient enough to take anywhere. Its lightweight nature and size
make it the ideal companion for any family with babies or small children.
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digitalk luxe 89477
DIGITAL AUDIO BABY MONITOR WITH ADVANCED FUNCTIONS
AND LCD SCREEN
Adjustable voice activation

Vibration function

Out of range alert
Low battery indicator

Alert of high-low
temperature

Luminous sound indicator

5 melodies
Night light

Two-way

The most advanced for greater convenience
The device backlight LCD screen ensures the simple operation of all the functions and
the control of everything at a mere glance, making the monitoring of the baby more
convenient for the parents.
High quality sound and zero interference
The device’s 300-metre range and digital technology will enable parents to listen to
the baby with perfect sound quality and zero interference.
Adjustable sensitivity: for all kinds of baby!
The VOX (voice activation) function maintains the baby monitor in standby mode
while the baby is resting peacefully, and is activated when some sound is detected.
As some babies are noisier than others, parents can adjust the sensitivity of the baby
monitor as required.
Listening to and talking to the baby
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the baby, to talk and sing to him a
song either to calm him down or just to keep him company whilst we are carrying out
some other activity.
Practical silent alerts
The vibrate function is ideal for times when parents need silence or for noisy
environments. Moreover, the parents unit features a luminous sound detection
indicator. These options are particularly useful for people with sensory difficulties.
Nightlight and melodies
The pleasant nightlight and the five tunes it includes, controlled from the parents unit,
will relax the baby.
Control the temperature of the room
Enables you to control the temperature of the baby´s room from the LCD screen.
The device also features high and low temperature alerts, guaranteeing your baby will
always enjoy the ideal temperature!
Monitoring from anywhere
Both the parents and the baby unit can be connected to the electrical mains or
run on batteries, enabling parents to conveniently monitor their baby anywhere
and with no wires.
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digimonitor 2.4” gold 89235
MAXIMUM PORTABILITY BABY MONITOR WITH A TOUCH FRONT PANEL

Dual view

4 different alarms

Up to 4 cameras

Two-way

PC connection

5 melodies

Zoom

Adjustable voice activation

Luminous sound indicator

Standby mode (only audio)

Accessible from anywhere with an internet connection
Using the eMyBaby® application it is possible to see the baby on your computer,
Tablet or Smartphone.
Completely portable and long range baby monitor
Thanks to the rechargeable battery of the parents unit and the range of 250 metres, it
can be taken conveniently all around the house.
Small dimensions and touch front panel
Its small size and touch front panel convert the digimonitor 2.4’’ gold into a very
comfortable and easy to use baby monitor.
High image quality and multiple functionalities
This baby monitor affords maximum video quality as well as numerous functionalities:
automatic night vision, two-way, zoom, adjustable camera volume, 5 tunes…
To monitor 2 rooms simultaneously
digimonitor 2.4” gold can be connected to up to 4 cameras, and the image from two
of them can be displayed at the same time.
Sound activation with adjustable sensitivity
The sensitivity of digimonitor 2.4’’ gold can be adjusted to the baby’s habits. Hence, it
is possible to choose between high, medium or low.
All the timetables are controlled
digimonitor 2,4” gold provides alerts about the baby’s feeding time, nappy changing,
giving medicine and for controlling sleeping times.
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Dual view

digimonitor 3.5” plus 89174
MAXIMUM PORTABILITY BABY MONITOR WITH A TOUCH FRONT PANEL

Dual view

4 different alarms

Up to 4 cameras

Two-way

PC connection

5 melodies

Zoom

Adjustable voice activation

Luminous sound indicator

Standby mode (only audio)

Accessible from anywhere with an internet connection
Using the eMyBaby® application it is possible to see the baby on your computer,
Tablet or Smartphone.
Completely portable and long range baby monitor
Thanks to the rechargeable battery of the parents unit and the range of 250 metres, it
can be taken conveniently all around the house.
Small dimensions and touch front panel
Its small size and touch front panel convert the digimonitor 2.4’’ gold into a very
comfortable and easy to use baby monitor.
High image quality and multiple functionalities
This baby monitor affords maximum video quality as well as numerous functionalities:
automatic night vision, two-way, zoom, adjustable camera volume, 5 tunes…
To monitor 2 rooms simultaneously
digimonitor 2.4” gold can be connected to up to 4 cameras, and the image from two
of them can be displayed at the same time.
Sound activation with adjustable sensitivity
The sensitivity of digimonitor 2.4’’ gold can be adjusted to the baby’s habits. Hence, it
is possible to choose between high, medium or low.
All the timetables are controlled
digimonitor 2,4” gold provides alerts about the baby’s feeding time, nappy changing,
giving medicine and for controlling sleeping times.
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Modo Scan

digimonitor 5” 89236
DIGITAL BABY MONITOR WITH LARGE SCREEN AND MULTIPLE
FUNCTIONALITIES

Big screen

Voice activation

Up to 4 cameras

Alert of high-low temperature

Luminous sound indicator

Two-way

Zoom

5 melodies

Low battery indicator

Standby mode (only audio)

To see the baby with perfect quality anywhere in the house
Thanks to its large 5 ‘’ LCD screen and its range of up to 230 meters, parents can see
the baby with total image quality and zero interference.
Sound activation
With the VOX (voice activation) function, the baby monitor stays in standby mode
while the baby is resting peacefully, and is activated automatically when a sound is
detected, saving energy.
Listening and talking to the babies
Two-way technology allows the parents to listen to the babies, but also to talk and sing
them a song either to calm them down or just to keep them company whilst parents
are carrying out some other activity.
Luminous sound level indicator
The parents unit features some warning lights which light up when a sound is detected
in the room. This option is particularly useful for people with sensory difficulties.
Temperature sensor and alert
Alerts may be established when the temperature is too high or too low, to keep an
optimal resting environment at the desired temperature.
Up to 4 cameras can be connected to the same monitor
The parents unit of the digimonitor 5’’ can be connected with up to 4 different cameras
to monitor different rooms in a cyclical way.
Melodies and feeding time alert
The five melodies it features, controlled from the monitor, will help the baby to relax. An
alert can also be programmed to warn of the baby’s next feeding time.
Everything under control
The device features low battery and out-of-range alerts to ensure the parents are not
left without seeing the baby.
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digital camera 5” 89237
digital camera plus 89176

89237 - 89176

ADDITIONAL CAMERA COMPATIBLE WITH:

89237
digimonitor 5”

89176
digimonitor 3.5” plus

digital camera 2.4” gold 89274
ADDITIONAL CAMERA COMPATIBLE WITH:

89235
digimonitor 2.4” gold

Up to 4 cameras may be connected
The additional camera will allow another room in the house to be viewed.
Ready for installation anywhere
This product includes a multiadjustment tripod.
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89274

AUDIO BABY MONITOR

89474

89477

digitalk easy

digitalk luxe

2.4 GHz digital

2.4 GHz digital

300m

300m

36

36

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Technology
Range
No. of automatic channels
Display
Ecotech

•
•

•

Parents’ unit: 5.7x11.5x2.5 cm
Baby’s unit: 6.3x8.4x3.3 cm

Parents’ unit: 5.7x11.5x2.5 cm
Baby’s unit: 6.3x8.4x3.3 cm

94.5g

111.2g

Voice activation

•

•

Adjustable sensitivity (VOX)

•

•

Dimensions (width x height x depth)
Weight of the parents’ unit

FUNCTIONS

•

Two-way
Light and sound indicator

•

Night light

•

Melodies (No.)
Low battery status indicator

•
•
5

•

•

Vibration

•

Thermometer

•
•

High/low temperature alarm
Out of range alarm

•

•

Parent’s unit locator

•

•

ACCESSORIES
Baby unit batteries

2 x Rechargeable Ni-MH 1.2 V 800 mAh AAA

3xAAA 1.5V alcalinas 1

Parents unit battery

2 x Rechargeable Ni-MH 1.2 V 800 mAh AAA

2xAAA 1.2V 800mAh Ni-MH recargables

1

12

Not included

VIDEO BABY MONITOR

89235

89174

89236

digimonitor 2.4” gold

digimonitor 3.5’’ plus

digimonitor 5’’

2.4 GHz digital

2.4 GHz digital

2.4 GHz digital

250 m

230 m

230 m

4/16

21

21

•

•

•

2.31”

5’’

5’’

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Technology
Ecotech
Range
No. of configurable / automatic channels
Infrared night-vision
LCD colour screen
Camera resolution

648x488

640x480

640x480

Monitor resolution

RGB 320x240

RGB 480x272

RGB 480x272

•1

Retractable antenna
Dimensions (width x height x depth) / Weight

Monitor: 6.4x12.2x1.3 cm
Camera: 8x9.5x2.4 cm

•
103.8 g

Monitor: 16.7x9.5x1.5 cm
Camera: 6.6x10.7x9.7 cm

•
135.5 g

Monitor: 16.7x9.5x1.5 cm
Camera: 8x9.5x2.4 cm

299 g

FUNCTIONS
Voice activation (VOX)

•

•

Adjustable sensitivity (VOX)

•

•

Standby mode (audio only)

•

•

•

Two-way

•

•

•

Light and sound indicator

•

•

•
•

Night light
Melodies (No.)

5

5

5

Low battery status indicator

•

•

•

Date and time

•
•

Vibration

•

Thermometer / High-low temperature alarm
Out of range alarm

•

•

Alerts

•2

•

•

Zoom

x2

4 positions

x2

Scan mode

•

•

•

Multi-screen display 3

2

•

ACCESSORIES
Additional camera 4

4

4

4

Parents unit battery

1xLi-Ion 3,7V 1200mAh rechargeable

1xLi-Ion 3,7V 1200mAh rechargeable

1xLi-Ion 3,7V 2100mAh rechargeable

Audio/Video jack output

A/V

Connection cables to TV (RCA)
Multi-adjustable tripod
Neck strap and carry bag
1

In the chamber

2

Notification of: feedings, sleeping hours, nappy change and medicine intake

3

Number of cameras that can be displayed simultaneously on the monitor

4

Not included

•4
•

•

•

•

• (bag only)

HEALTHY
ENVIRONMENT
To enjoy the family
in the ideal environment
To recreate a natural environment, with the optimal
conditions of temperature and humidity for the whole family.
The advanced technology of the Miniland humidifiers
allows to regulate and control the relative
humidity of the environment, creating the suitable
atmosphere for the baby with a cleaner and purer air.

humidrop 89173
SMALL, USER-FRIENDLY ESSENCE HUMIDIFIER
24h

15m

Maximum autonomy

Capacity 1.5l

Efficiency

Optional night light

Adjustable nozzle

Touch button

Automatic disconnection

Essences

Elegance and functionality with a minimum size
humidrop is Miniland’s smallest humidifier and it boasts a very elegant design. Thanks
to its small diameter, it is easy to place on any surface.
The essences the parents really want
The essence compartment of this humidifier is compatible with all the essences
available on the market.
High-performance cold steam humidifier
Endowed with great operating autonomy exceeding 12 hours with a maximum steam
flow, even though it is small. 1.5 litre tank capacity. Ideal for rooms of up to 15m2.
Very user-friendly for everyone
It allows simple control by a touch button to control the desired steam flow at any
given time.
Homogeneous humidification
Its adjustable nozzle allows the humidification of the whole space homogeneously,
distributing the cold steam evenly throughout the room.
Optional soft night light
Includes the option of turning on or off a soft blue light to keep your baby company
while humidrop is in operation.
Empty water tank alert and automatic shut-off
The device is fitted with a lack of water protection system, and turns itself off
automatically. A luminous indicator lights up to warn the tank needs filling.

89289
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humitouch 89207
COLD VAPOUR HUMIDIFIER WHICH LOOKS AFTER THE
ENVIRONMENT IN YOUR HOME
50h

30m

Maximum autonomy

Capacity 3l

Efficiency

Optional night light

Touch display

Automatic disconnection

Improves the quality of the air for a healthier environment
This cold mist humidifier helps to balance a dry atmosphere and provides the proper
level of humidity in any room of your house. The mist is spread out evenly and does
not affect the temperature of the room.
A capacity and autonomy to suit your needs
With a capacity of three litres, this humidifier is perfect to take to any corner of your
home. Furthermore, it can operate independently for up to 50 hours on minimum
vapour flow.
Comfortable handling with tactile buttons
Practical tactile buttons allow the flow desired at any time to be very simply controlled.
A sound confirms each button pressing.
Gentle blue nightlight
Parents will be able to easily turn on or off the soft blue light to adapt the humidifier
always to the baby’s taste.
Very simple operation
It allows to control the steam flow desired at every moment in an easy and simple way.
Water tank warning and automatic turn off
It comes with a protection system against low water levels in the tank, stopping itself
automatically. A light indicator turns on to remind you to refill the tank.
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humitop 89319
HUMIDIFIER OF A PRACTICAL SIZE AND INTUITIVE USE
24 h

m

Maximum autonomy

Top Filling

Efficiency

Capacity 3l

Touch button

Automatic disconnection

Automatic disconnection

Optional night light

The top filling cap makes it more convenient to use
The top filling cap enables easy access to fill the reservoir without the need to move
the device, making it more practical and convenient to use.
Practical size for handling
It occupies less space, making it perfect for taking to any corner of the house.
Aromatherapy for more restful sleep and a blue night light
This enables you to use essential oils directly in the water reservoir and add a soft blue
light, which you can turn on or off according to your baby’s preferences.
Simple front touch panel
This lets you control humidity and vapor flow intuitively and simply using a central
touch button.
It regulates vapor speed
The vapor flow can be regulated using three power levels, from finest to densest.
Optional soft night light
Includes the option of turning on or off a soft blue light to keep your baby company
while humidrop is in operation.
Functions independently for more than 24 hours
Adjusted to minimum vapor flow and with maximum filling capacity of 3 liters.
It has a device to warn when the water level drops. Ideal for rooms up to 30 m 2

89289
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humitouch pure 89208
OZONE HUMIDIFIER WHICH CLEANS AND PURIFIES THE
AIR AT HOME
55h

40m

Maximum autonomy

Capacity 5l

Efficiency

Power-off timer

Temperature sensor

Optional night light

Automatic disconnection

Ozone

Adjustable humidity and
steam flow

Water filter

Air free of bacteria and unpleasant odours
Purify the air with this ozone humidifier which avoids bacteria and can counteract
unpleasant odours of the room, at the same that it humidifies the air and maintains
the optimum environmental level of humidity.
Its capacity allows for several nights of independent operation
When operating at minimum vapour flow, it can run for several nights without needing
its water tank to be filled thanks to its 5-litre capacity which offers independent
operation for more than 50 hours. It is ideal for rooms up to 40m2.
Creates a fragrant atmosphere at home
A whole world of fragrances available for the parents. The compartment for perfumes
allows the use of all types of fragrance on the market. The perfume is spread evenly
around the room continuously.
To choose the desired climate at home
It allows the smart programming of the relative humidity and the vapour flow
desired so that parents adjust them as they wish. In addition, it has a timer so that
it turns off automatically.
A multitude of functions and touch control
A humidifier with touch panel that presents a wide range of functions providing very
intuitive control so that everyone can handle it easily and comfortably.
All information visible
Thanks to the built-in sensor, shows at all times the temperature and relative humidity
of the environment in its elegant screen, integrated on the front panel.
Gentle blue nightlight
It allows parents to easily turn on or off the soft blue light to adapt the humidifier
always to the baby’s taste.
Remote control to control all the functions
It is possible to activate, deactivate, or select the humidifier functions more comfortably
by remote control.
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humitop connect 89318
INTELLIGENT HUMIDIFIER WITH WIFI
35h

40m

Maximum autonomy

Wifi

Efficiency

Capacity 5.5l

Temperature sensor

Optional night light

Automatic disconnection

Top Filling

Adjustable humidity and
steam flow

Power-off timer

Greater humidity control from anywhere using a Wi-Fi connection
Using the eMyBaby app, you can monitor the evolution of the room’s atmosphere
since it displays graphic values for humidity and temperature, giving a warning signal
if it surpasses the desired levels. Furthermore, so as not to surpass them, the device
allows automatic regulation.
Control of the desired atmosphere in the room
Using the intelligent programming function for relative humidity and vapor flow. The
vapor flow can be regulated using three power levels: low, medium, and high.
The top filling cap makes it more convenient to use
The top filling cap enables easy access to fill the reservoir without the need to move
the device, making it more practical and convenient to use.
Switch-off timer up to 12 hours
This helps to program when the vapor switches off at the desired time within a broad
interval, from the initial switch-on time up until 12 hours later.
Front touch panel allows intuitive use
It displays the data collected by the humidity and temperature sensor and allows the
user to adjust the vapor and humidity control and programming functions simply and
intuitively.
Functions independently for more than 35 hours
Adjusted to minimum power input and maximum filling capacity of 5.5 liters. It
incorporates a warning device when the water level drops via a change in the night
light color from blue to red. Ideal for rooms up to 40 m2
Night light and aromatherapy for more restful sleep
It incorporates a soft blue night light, which can be adapted to baby’s tastes in lit
or off modes, and a compartment for adding essential oils for every possible use.

89289
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babypure 5 89391
THE MOST ADVANCED PURIFIER FOR IN-DEPTH AIR CLEANING
THROUGH 5 FILTERING STAGES
5 filtering stages

Ultraviolet light

Emits ions

Air quality indicator

Touch display

Optional night light

Efficiency

Power-off timer

The most advanced air purifier for in-depth cleaning
It has a 3-in-1 filter to remove dirt and bad smells from the air. This consists of a prefilter to capture larger particles, a HEPA filter to eliminate minute particles of up to
0.3 µm (such as allergens, pollen, dust or spores) and an activated carbon filter that
absorbs unwanted smells in your home. A second level of cleaning using UV rays,
which eliminates 99% of the bacteria, viruses and germs that go through the system.
And an even deeper level with an ionising function, to trap contaminating particles by
emitting negative ions.
Ideal for rooms of up to 15 m2
Its compact design with touchscreen and its adjustable function with 4 speeds (low,
medium, high or turbo) makes it ideal for your baby’s room and for other rooms in the
house. Also, a spiral effect is created thanks to the special twist of the air outlet grid,
allowing the air to flow through the entire room more easily.
Programmable
It has a timer that allows the device to turn off after 2, 4 or 8 hours of use, and it lets
you know when you need to change the filter.
Air quality indicator light
It has a 4-colour air quality indicator that goes from optimal to negative: blue, yellow,
orange and red. This light also serves as a night light, but it can be turned off by
activating the night mode.
Night mode
In this mode, the night light is turned off and the operating speed slows down, letting it
work in an ultra-silent mode, to make sure your baby gets a really good sleep.

Replacement filter 89399
PRE-FILTER, HEPA FILTER, ACTIVATED CARBON FILTER
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89173

89207

89319

89208

89318

humidrop

humitouch

humitop

humitouch pure

humitop connect

Ultrasonic

•

•

•

•

•

Cold steam

•

•

•

•

•

1,5

3

3

5

5’5

•

•

Touch button/panel

•

•

•

•

•

Maximum efficiency (m2)

15

30

30

40

40

HUMIDIFIERS
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Capacity (litres)
Digital display

Steam flow regulation

2 levels

3 levels

3 levels

3 levels

3 levels

Steam flow (ml/h)

120 - 60

300 - 60

300 - 60

300 - 90

300 - 90

Autonomy (hours)

12 - 25

10 - 50

10 - 50

15 - 55

18 - 60

Noise level

<30dB

<35dB

<35dB

<38dB

<38dB

21x23.1x14 cm

20.7x 33.7x12 cm

19x32x19 cm

17.5x34x32.6 cm

25x36x25 cm

Size (width x height x depth)

FUNCTIONS
Wifi

•
•

Digital regulation of relative humidity %
•

•
•

•

Top Filling

•

•

Turn off timer

max 12h

max 12h

Thermometer

•

•

Hygrometer

•

•

Ozoniser

•

Eliminates germs and bacteria

•

Automatic turn off

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•1

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic speed regulation
Night light with turn off option

•

Essence compartment

•

Empty tank indicator

•

•
•

ACCESSORIES
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Remote control

•

Water filter

•

•

89391

PURIFIER

babypure 5

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Purification system

Pre-filtro + filtro HEPA + activated carbon filter + ultraviolet light

Touchscreen

•

Maximum efficiency (m2)

15

CADR
Filter autonomy
Noise level
Size (width x height x depth)

100m3/h
6-12 months
30-60dB
20.1x32.7x20.1 cm

FUNCTIONS
Ionizer

•

Speeds

41

Turn off timer
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•

Night mode

2, 4, 8

Air quality indicator light

•2

Night light with turn off option

•

Filter change warning

•

1

low, medium, high, turbo

2

blue, yellow, orange, red

FEEDING
How easy and quick it is to prepare
the baby’s favorite meals
Offering the baby a proper and varied diet
is essential for their development.
Parents provide their babies with the healthiest foods.
Miniland offers a variety of products to best
prepare and conserve foods, everything
o ensure their growth stays healthy.
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warmy digy 89204
BABY BOTTLES AND JARS WARMER WITH DISPLAY

Fast warming

Perfect for breast milk

Digital display

Heats up uniformally

Automatic disconnection

Quickly warms up baby bottles and jars of baby food
warmy digy is very fast, warming up in just a few minutes and to the perfect temperature
any type of baby bottle or baby jar. The baby’s food - ready in a moment.
Warms baby bottles and jars simply and naturally
Warms naturally using high temperature steam, meaning that the milk and baby
food reach a uniform temperature suitable for the baby, therefore avoiding the
disadvantages of other methods such as microwaves.
Perfect for warming breast milk
Thanks to the gentle and uniform warming, none of the breast milk’s properties are
lost during the process, keeping its nutrients and vitamins locked in and warming it to
a temperature similar to that of a mother’s body temperature, as close as possible to
natural breastfeeding!
Always knowing how much warming time is left
With warmy digy parents can choose the preferred warming time and see how much
time is left thanks to its display.
Very easy to use
It is controlled with three simple buttons which turn the device on and off and
configure the length of the warming process.
Adjustable temperature according to the baby’s needs
Because not all babies are the same, thanks to its timer the milk or baby food can be
warmed to the temperature wanted for the littlest ones.
Visual and sound warnings and maximum safety
A visual and sound warning indicates when warming has finished or when the water
has run out, automatically turning itself off.
Detachable and easy to clean
All the accessories can be cleaned with soapy water and a sponge, as well as in the
dishwasher. The base can be cleaned with a damp cloth.
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warmyplus digy 89205
WARMS BABY BOTTLES OR JARS OF BABY FOOD AND STERILISES

Fast warming

Perfect for breast milk

Sterilises

Heats up uniformally

Automatic disconnection

Digital display

Easy sterilisation and warming in the same product
With warmyplus digy parents don’t need a separate device for each function. It allows
baby bottles and other accessories to be sterilised in just a few minutes in the same
device that warms up the bottles and food.
Always knowing how much warming or sterilisation time is left
With warmyplus digy parents can choose the preferred warming or sterilisation time
and see how much time is left thanks to its display.
Warms bottles and baby food simply and naturally
Warms them quickly and naturally using high temperature steam, meaning that the
milk and baby food reach a uniform temperature suitable for the baby, therefore
avoiding the disadvantages of other methods such as microwaves.
Perfect for warming breast milk
Thanks to the gentle and uniform warming, none of the breast milk’s properties are
lost during the process, keeping its nutrients and vitamins locked in and warming
it to a temperature similar to that of a mother’s body temperature, as close as
possible to natural breastfeeding!
Very easy to use
It is controlled with three simple buttons which turn the device on and off and
configure the length of the warming or sterilisation process.
Adjustable temperature according to the baby’s needs
Because not all babies are the same, thanks to its timer the milk or baby food can be
warmed to the temperature wanted for the littlest ones.
Detachable and easy to clean
All the accessories can be cleaned with soapy water and a sponge, as well as in the
dishwasher. The base can be cleaned with a damp cloth.
Visual and sound warnings and maximum safety
A visual and sound warning indicates when warming has finished or when the water
has run out, automatically turning itself off.
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warmy travel denim 89231
BABY BOTTLES AND JARS WARMER WHICH IS VERY PRACTICAL
FOR THE CAR

Travel

Impermeable interior

To take anywhere

Isolating

All sizes

Convenient handle for hanging

Automatic disconnection

Easy cleaning

Ideal for families that travel a lot
warmy travel starts working automatically when plugged into the car lighter socket
so it can be used during long car journeys.
Heats up baby bottles and jars in a simple manner
The heating band surrounding the whole appliance ensures the heating up of baby
bottles and jars of all sizes.
Maximum safety
warmy travel is protected from overheating by means of an integrated electronic
thermostat. It disconnects automatically when it attains the maximum temperature.
Insulating and impermeable interior
Thanks to the insulating and impermeable material the inside is made from,
it maintains the temperature of the baby bottle or jar for longer and avoids
unpleasant spills.
Detachable and easy to clean
It is very easy to remove the heating band to clean the impermeable material the
inside is made of with a damp cloth.
Two functions in the same product
Thanks to its double function as a bottle warmer and bag, parents can prepare the
baby bottle in the car and take it anywhere. warmy travel is very light and easy to
transport thanks to the upper handle and the Velcro straps for clipping it onto the
baby’s pram or bag.
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warmy advanced 89150
THE ONLY INTELLIGENT BABY BOTTLE WARMER AND STERILIZER ON
THE MARKET

Smart

Perfect for breast milk

Heats up uniformally

For home and car use

Sterilises

Timer

Defrosts

The most advanced digital bottle warmer and sterilizer
warmy advanced is the only product on the market that automatically calculates
the time required in line with the kind of food, the size and the initial temperature,
achieving rapid, even heating at the right temperature.
Does not require any water measurement
With warmy advanced, it is not necessary to work out how much water to put into the
device. Regardless of the size and temperature of the baby bottle or jar of baby food,
the parents will only have to add water to the level shown on the device itself.
Everything always under control with an easy and intuitive use
Its intuitive backlit display will guide you step by step in choosing the desired option,
always showing all the process information, making it very easy and speedy to use.
Heats up baby bottles and jars in a simple, natural manner
Heats up naturally using steam at a high temperature, therefore, it is also suitable for
heating breast milk.
Easy sterilization in the same device
warmy advanced allows a baby bottle and all its accessories to be sterilised in the
same device where the heating is carried out.
Warms baby bottles and jars at home or in the car
It can be used both at home and in the car thanks to the adapter it includes.
Exclusive BPA-free tritan lid
The transparent tritan lid is highly resistant and is very durable. warmy advanced is
wholly made from BPA-free materials.
Programmes the next feeding time at night before going to bed
warmy advanced allows to program in how many hours the next feeding dose will start
to be warmed up. Allowing parents to sit back and relax, safe in the knowledge that the
baby’s bottle will be ready when they need it.
Visual and sound alarms and maximum security
A visual and sound alarm indicates when the warming up has finished or when the
water has been used up, turning off automatically.
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warmy twin 89197
WARMS UP TO TWO BABY BOTTLES OR JARS AND STERILISES
Perfect for twins, warms up
two baby bottles

Sterilises

Perfect for breast milk

Defrosts

Two warming modes

Digital display

Heats up uniformally

Automatic disconnection

Holds the temperature

Perfect for twins!
warmy twin uniformly heats up to two baby bottles at the same time, something which
will save time for parents with twins.
Warms baby bottles and jars simply and naturally
Warms naturally using high temperature steam, meaning that the milk and baby
food reach a uniform temperature suitable for the baby, therefore avoiding the
disadvantages of other methods such as microwaves.
Perfect for warming breast milk
Thanks to the gentle and uniform warming, none of the breast milk’s properties are
lost during the process, keeping its nutrients and vitamins locked in and warming it to
a temperature similar to that of a mother’s body temperature, as close as possible to
natural breastfeeding!
Easy sterilisation in the same device
warmy twin allows two baby bottles and other accessories to be sterilised in the same
device that warms up the bottles and food.
Maintains the temperature of baby bottles and jars of baby food
With its temperature maintenance function, warmy twin will help parents to always
have the next feed ready and only have to select the temperature they desire for their
baby bottles or baby food jars.
Adjustable temperature according to the baby’s needs
Because not all babies are the same, thanks to its timer the milk or baby food can be
warmed to the temperature wanted by the little ones.
Always knowing how much warming or sterilisation time is left
With warmy twin parents can choose the preferred warming and sterilisation time and
see how much time is left thanks to its display.
Visual and sound warnings and maximum safety
A visual and sound warning indicates when warming has finished or when the water
has run out, automatically turning itself off.
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steamy 89206
HIGH CAPACITY AND EASY-TO-USE STERILISER

Sterilises

No chemicals

LED display

Great capacity

Automatic disconnection

Bottle drainer

Effective sterilization
The most effective and natural way to sterilize is through steam. With steamy, it is not
necessary to include any chemical substance for sterilization.
Baby bottles and accessories quickly sterilized.
With steamy all the accessories and baby bottles will be clean and ready for a new use
in only 6 minutes.
High sterilising capacity
steamy has a roomy sterilisation space and an organiser which endows it with great
capacity, being possible to accommodate up to six baby bottles with their nipples.
Sterilises all types of accessories
It can also sterilise medium-sized utensils such as breast pumps or small accessories,
all of which can be placed in a special compartment.
Always knowing how much sterilisation time is left
With steamy parents can always find out when the sterilisation will finish thanks to
its display. Furthermore, given that the device maintains a sterile interior for three
hours after the end of the process, the display will show the time that the content
inside will remain sterile.
Easy to store and to clean
It comes with a practical cable tidy in the base. Furthermore, all the accessories are
kept inside the sterilising space and can be washed in the dishwasher.
Visual and auditory warnings and maximum safety
A visual and sound warning indicates when sterilisation has finished or when the
water has run out, automatically turning itself off.
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super 6 89233
BOTTLE WARMER, STERILIZER AND STEAMER, 6 IN 1

Sterilises

Holds the temperature

Heats up uniformally

Cook eggs

Steam cooks

Great capacity

Defrosts

Digital display

6 functions in one device
• Steams up to 6 bottles at a time.
• Warm bottles and baby food gradually.
• Steam defrost baby bottles and baby food.
• Steam vegetables while preserving their properties.
• Maintains the temperature of bottles and baby food.
• Cook up to 6 eggs at the same time.
Effective sterilization
The most effective and natural way to sterilize is through steam. Thanks to the
large super 6 capacity, up to 6 bottles and other accessories can be sterilized
quickly and naturally.
Perfect for warming breast milk
Soft and uniform defrosting and heating, with which none of the properties of
breast milk are lost during the process, preserving all its vitamins and nutrients
when the selected temperature is reached.
Food steamer
It cooks all kinds of steamed vegetables, preserving their properties and nutrients.
In addition, up to 6 eggs can be cooked at the same time in a few minutes.
Always knowing how much sterilization time is left
With super 6 you can choose the preferred warming or sterilization time and see
how much time is left thanks to its display.
Automatic shutdown
Once the programming of each function is completed, the device automatically
switches off after few minutes, for greater safety and energy saving.
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chefy 6 89424
COMPLETE MULTIPURPOSE 6-IN-1 KITCHEN ROBOT
Steam cooks

Holds the temperature

Grinds

Perfect for breast milk

Sterilises

Digital display

Heats up uniformally

Very easy to use

Defrosts

Automatic disconnection

6 functions in one kitchen robot
• Warms baby bottles and jars
• Sterilizes baby bottles
• Steams food
• Maintains the temperature of baby bottles and jars
• Crushes food
• Defrosts bottles and jars
To teach the baby how to eat healthy!
To get the most out of chefy 6, the book “Children’s recipes, nutrition and dietetics”
is included with practical tips about child nutrition adapted by age and 80 delicious
recipes. It is easy to download from our eMyBaby® website.
Perfect crushing
It incorporates 2 double blades located at different heights, with a series of perforations,
to achieve a perfect crushing and the desired texture of the food.
Perfect for warming breast milk
Soft and uniform defrosting and heating, with which none of the properties of breast
milk are lost during the process, preserving all its vitamins and nutrients when the
selected temperature is reached.
Effective sterilization
The most effective and natural way to sterilize is through steam. With chefy 6, it is not
necessary to include any chemical substance for sterilization.
Always knowing how much sterilization time is left
With chefy 6 you can choose the preferred warming or sterilization time and see how
much time is left thanks to its display.
Easy to dismantle and clean
All components can be removed easily and effortlessly for proper and easy cleaning.
Carrying and storage bag
The included carrying bag allows you to take it anywhere or simply store it in a compact way.
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Chefy 6 spare parts 89424

Spare parts for the chefy 6 food processor sold separately

lid jug chefy 6 89431
blades chefy 6 89429
jug chefy 6 89426
basket chefy 6 89469
basket chefy 6 89427
tweezers chefy 6 89425
bell chefy 6 89428
bottle base chefy 6 89430

89430

89429

89431

89428
89426
89469

89425
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89427

BABY BOTTLE WARMERS
AND STERILIZERS

89206

89231

89204

89205

89197

89150

89233

89424

steamy

warmy travel

warmy digy

warmyplus digy

warmy twin

warmy advanced

super 6

chefy 6

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Universal, all types of baby bottle

•

Suitable for use in a car
Dishwasher safe

accessories

•
accessories

accessories

accessories

accessories

accessories

accessories

9.5x22.4x9.2 cm

13.5x16.5x14 cm

13.5x31x14 cm

19.2x32x13.3 cm

12.7x33.1x14.9 cm

23.5x31.5x24.4 cm

30x16x12 cm

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

6

1

•

•

•

Suitable for Miniland hermisized jars
Sizes2 (width x height x depth)

28.2x33x21.5 cm

FUNCTIONS
Bottle / baby food warmer (No. of baby bottles)
Sterilizes (No. of baby bottles)

6

Steam cooking

•

Blends
Maintaining the temperature

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

3

5

2.5

3

4

Defrosts
Food baskets

1

Warming time 1 (minutes)

30

3

Sterilisation time (minutes)

6

10

8

7.5

8

10

Display

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Luminous indicator

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Audible indicator

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Automatic turn off

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Cable retractor

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ACCESSORIES
Measuring cup

•

Tweezers

•

Sterilisation bell

•

Basket for baby food
Digital recipe book
1

For a 240 ml bottle. From ambient room temperature

2

Maximum size
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•

•

Car adapter

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•

BABY CARE
Taking care of the baby day and night to
make the little one grow happy
Looking after your baby’s health and hygiene assures
comfort and well-being during his growth.
Miniland combines traditional products with the
most innovative ones for your baby’s daily care.
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babyScale 89187
EASY HANDLING BABY SCALE

Hold function

Highly accurate

Tare function

Auto power off function

kg / lb / oz / g

Batteries included

Low battery indicator

Monitoring of weight in
eMyBaby® with manual
registration

From baby to kid, weight always under control!
Children of up to 20 kilos can be weighed. Furthermore, the scale is fitted with an
overweight indicator which provides a warning when those 20 kilos are exceeded.
Accurately controls the weight of the most fidgeting baby!
The hold function allows the parents to obtain the exact weight even when the baby is
moving. In addition, its precision allows the parents to detect any minor variations in
the weight of the little one.
Digital display
Its front part is fitted with a user-friendly digital display which clearly shows the value
of the measurement as well as all the indicators.
To follow the evolution of the baby’s weight since its very first day
To make easier to check how much the baby has grown, the parents can compare the
current weight with the last measurement made, saved on the memory. In addition,
registering the baby’s weight manually on eMyBaby®, it is possible to generate an
evolution graphic.
Practical low battery indicator
A low battery indicator will warn the parents when is the right time to replace the
batteries, so that the scale is ready at any time.
Disconnection to save energy
babyScale turns off automatically, allowing more energy to be saved and a
longer battery life.
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scaly up 89041
EVOLUTIONARY WEIGHING SCALE FOR BABIES AND CHILDREN

Evolutionary

Weights up to 50kg

Hold function

Tare function

Highly accurate

Memorizes the last weight

kg / lb / oz

Monitoring of weight in
eMyBaby® with manual
registration

Batteries included

For babies and children: the perfect scale for all stages of growth
This scale is endowed with two interchangeable trays which allow weighing babies
since the day they are born as well as children that can stand up by themselves.
Maximum capacity
Children of up to 50 kilos can be weighed. In addition, the weighing scale is fitted with
an overweight indicator which provides a warning when those 50 kilos are exceeded.
Parents can control precisely the weight of the baby
This scale is even capable of detecting the most minor variation in the baby’s weight
thanks to its excellent precision, very useful for new-borns or babies with weight problems.
To follow the evolution of the baby’s weight since its very first day
To make easier to check how much the baby has grown, the parents can compare
the current weight with the last measurement made, saved on the memory. In
addition, registering the baby’s weight manually on eMyBaby®, it is possible to
generate an evolution graphic.
Digital display
Its front part is fitted with a user-friendly digital display which shows clearly the value
of the weight measurement as well as all the indicators.
To weigh the baby anytime
Including batteries, the weighing scale will warn the parents with a low battery indicator
in the display. This way, they will be able to replace the batteries and they will have their
scale ready at any time.
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eMyScale plus

89390

SCALE FOR BABIES THAT CONNECTS TO YOUR
SMARTPHONE OR TABLET

Compatibility Bluetooth 4.1

Monitoring of weight in eMyBaby®
with automatic registration

Hold function

Tare function

Highly accurate

Auto power off function

kg / lb / oz / g

Batteries included

Low battery indicator

From baby to child, with their weight always under control!
Precision scale that can weigh babies and children up to 22 kilos. The scale also
has an overload indicator system that lets the user know when that weight limit has
been exceeded.
Recording your baby’s weight measurements with eMyBaby®
eMyScale plus connects to your Smartphone or Tablet via Bluetooth (BLE 4.1)
to record the measurements taken in the eMyBaby® app. That way, mum and dad
can keep track of the evolution of their baby’s weight. Very useful for all babies and
especially for new-borns or those with weight problems. This scale can be used on its
own or with eMyBaby®.
It allows you to precisely monitor the weight of even the rowdiest baby!
The Hold and Tare functions allow you to obtain the exact weight even when the baby
is moving. Its precision also makes it possible to detect small variations in the weight
of the baby.
Digital display
On the front it has an intuitive digital display that clearly shows the value of the
measurement, as well as all the indicators.
A practical low battery warning
A low battery indicator lets you know when you need to change the batteries, so that
your scale is always ready.
Powering off to save energy
eMyScale plus automatically turns off after one minute without use, thereby saving
energy and making sure the batteries last longer.
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SCALES

89187

89041

89390

babyScale

scaly up

eMyScale plus

kilograms, pounds, ounces and grams

kilograms, pounds and ounces

kilograms, pounds y ounces and grams

20 kg / 44 lb / 705.48 oz / 2000 g

50 kg / 99 lb / 1766.78 oz

20 kg / 44 lb / 705.48 oz / 2000g

0.01 kg / 0.02 lb / 0.1 oz / 1 g

0.01 kg / 0.02 lb / 0.5 oz

0.01 kg / 0.02 lb / 0.1 oz / 1g

•

•

•

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Reading unit
Maximum capacity
Graduation
Display

“0 - 10 kg = +/- 50 g
10 - 20 kg = +/- 60 g
Accuracy

0.6% (of the weight of the object) ±10 g

20 - 30 kg = +/- 90 g

0.6% (of the weight of the object) ±10 g

30 - 40 kg = +/- 120 g
40 - 50 kg = +/- 150 g”
Size (width x height x depth)

55x4.5x34 cm

with base for baby: 63.5x11.5x34 cm
with base for child: 32x6x36.5 cm

54x6.4x34 cm

FUNCTIONS
Compatible with eMyBaby®

iOS & Android

Bluetooth compatibility

BLE 4.1

Memorisation

Last weight

•1
•

Hold function

•

•

Tare function

•

•

•

Button

Button

Button

•

•

•

On
Auto-off

•

Interchangeable tray for weight of the child
Weight of objects < 0,5kg

•

•

•

Low battery indicator

•

•

•

Overload indicator

•

•

•

3 × AAA 1.5V

2 x AA 1.5V

3 x AAA 1.5V

ACCESSORIES
Batteries
1
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On the eMyBaby® app
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nasal care 89058
ELECTRIC NASAL ASPIRATOR

Flushes the baby’s mucus

Easy to use

2 silicone tips

Easy cleaning

2 spare silicone rings

Transport bag

Removes any excess mucus
Fast, smoothly and savely removes any excess mucus without irritating the baby,
avoiding the discomfort generated by obstructed respiratory passages.
Faster and easier to use
All you need to do is to insert it in the nostril and press the button to extract the mucus.
Due to the device being electric, suction occurs in a continuous manner in a single
go (compared with manual aspirators, which require several aspirations), facitilitating
this time when controlling the baby is difficult.
Hygienic
The electric aspiration method avoids the need for oral suction, which many parents
find unpleasant. The mucus is deposited in an internal container which is kept isolated
from the rest of the appliance and the exterior, preventing contact with secretions.
Very easy to clean
The mucus container is disassembled and easily washed using warm water and soap
and it can be sterilised using boiling water or steam.
All included
Comes with two types of silicone tip for different nostril sizes, two spare silicone rings,
and a practical bag for carrying it around.
Compact and ergonomic
It is highly ergonomic and compact, easy to hold and can be used with one hand.
Hence, the other hand is free to hold the baby in the most sutiable position.
Can be used anywhere with no risk of uncomfortable situations
As this device is so easy to use, it may be deployed discreetly anywhere. Its use in
public places goes more unnoticed than traditional nasal aspirators.

89199

nasal care tips and rings 89199
nasal care deposit 89200
NASAL CARE SPARE PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY
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89200

thermoadvanced pharma 89379
QUICK AND RELIABLE NON-CONTACT THERMOMETER THAT
CONNECTS TO YOUR SMARTPHONE OR TABLET

Contactless

Accurate

Fever indicator

Memorizes 30 records

Ultrafast

Automatic registration of
temperature on eMyBaby®

Auto power off function

Compatibility Bluetooth 4.1

FOREHEAD

ENVIRONMENT

OBJECTS

Record the temperature using eMyBaby®
Using the eMyBaby® application, thermoadvanced pharma communicates with the
Smartphone and Tablet via Bluetooth to record the temperatures taken. That way, you
can monitor them at any time and place. It’s possible to use the thermometer by itself
or with eMyBaby®.
Fast, precise, contact-free measurement
Measures the temperature in just 1 second on the forehead. In addition, the
measurement button changes colour from green to red if it detects a temperature
exceeding 38ºC.
Allows parents to consult and share the temperature records
The records taken are memorized on the thermometer and on eMyBaby® and they
can be consulted at any time, allowing the evolution of the baby’s temperature to be
checked. They can also be saved on the PC or sent by e-mail.
The most complete: for bath water, the baby’s bottle or mushes
thermoadvanced pharma measures the temperature of objects and liquids as well as
the room temperature.
Disconnection to save energy
thermoadvanced pharma turns off automatically after 1 minute of being idle,
allowing more energy to be saved and a longer battery life.
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LIQUIDS

Note: this application must only be used as a guide and
never as a substitute for a health care professional.

thermoadvanced easy 89389
QUICK AND RELIABLE NON-CONTACT THERMOMETER

Contactless

Accurate

Fever indicator

Memorizes 9 records

Ultrafast

Manual registration of
temperature on eMyBaby®

FOREHEAD

ENVIRONMENT
Auto power off function

OBJECTS
Quick, precise and non-contact measurements
It measures temperature in just 1 second, without touching the forehead. This makes
it the ideal thermometer for the entire family, because as it does not touch the body
everyone can use it, thus maintaining hygiene.
Measurement of objects and liquids
With thermoadvanced easy, parents will be able to measure the temperature of their
baby’s bottle, their food or the bathwater since it can measure the temperature of
liquids and objects.
Measures ambient temperature
It allows you to know at any time if the temperature in the baby’s room is optimal,
thanks to the ambient temperature measurement.
It lets you monitor the evolution of the temperature
The last 9 measurements are stored. It also shows the date and the type of
measurement, making it possible to check the evolution of the baby’s temperature.
Light temperature indicator
The measurement button lights up in green when the temperature is less than 37.9ºC
and in red at higher temperatures. If your baby has a fever, it lets you know in a highly
visual and intuitive way.
Powering off to save energy
thermoadvanced easy automatically turns off after it hasn’t been used for three
minutes, thereby saving energy and making sure the batteries last longer.
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LIQUIDS

thermosense 89212
EAR AND FOREHEAD CONTACT THERMOMETER WITH TEMPERATURE
MEASUREMENT OF LIQUIDS AND OBJECTS

Ultrafast

Fever indicator

Accurate

Low battery indicator

Displays the time and date

Batteries included

Memorizes 9 records

Manual registration of
temperature on eMyBaby®

Auto power off function

Contact thermometer, ergonomic and precise
Measures the temperature by means of contact with the forehead and ear using
infrared. Its ergonomic design makes it very simple and convenient to use.
Measuring objects and liquids
With thermosense, parents will also be able to measure the temperature of the baby
bottle, the baby food, or the water in the bath, since it allows the temperature of liquids
and objects to be measured.
Measure ambient temperature
It allows parents to know at all times whether or not the temperature in the baby’s
room is optimal thanks to its measurement of the ambient temperature.
Fever visual indicator
thermosense features a LED light which lights up in red when the measured
temperature exceeds 38ºC. This way, parents will be able to know at a glance if their
baby has a fever.
With tracking of temperatures read
It incorporates tracking of the development of temperatures thanks to its memory
with 9 records.
Information about the date and time on its LCD screen
It has an LCD screen that shows the date, time, and ambient temperature.
Sensor cleaning alarm
To remind parents to clean the infrared sensor and ensure the accuracy of the
measurements, if thermosense has not been used for a long time or if several
measures have been taken, an audible alarm will be activated and the backlight of the
screen will flash for one minute.
Disconnection to save energy
Using the energy-saving mode, the thermometer will turn itself off automatically after
not being used for three minutes in order to extend the battery life.
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FOREHEAD
EAR
OBJECTS
LIQUIDS
ENVIRONMENT

thermotalk plus 89068
ULTRA-RAPID CONTACT THERMOMETER WHICH COMMUNICATES
THE TEMPERATURE BY VOICE AND MEASURES THE PULSE

Ultrafast

Voice message

Accurate

6 languages

Displays the time and date

Batteries included

Memorizes 15 records

Transport bag
Base

Auto power off function

Manual registration of
temperature on eMyBaby®

Fast measurement on the forehead and the ear
Measures the temperature by infrared in just 2 second in contact with the baby’s
forehead or ear.
Checks the pulse
thermotalk plus allows the heart rate to be measured in just 15 seconds, pressing the
pulse sensor with the thumb.
Measures the room temperature
This thermometer also measures the room temperature, allowing the parents to know
if the baby’s room is at the optimal temperature.
Communicates the temperature by voice
A configurable voice message in 6 languages (Spanish, English, German, French,
Italian and Russian) communicates the temperature obtained. In addition, if it’s
wanted, it can also inform about the current time. Ideal for people with vision problems.
Includes a temperature evolution control
The last 15 records taken are memorized. It also shows the date and the type of
measurement carried out, allowing the evolution of the baby’s temperature to be checked.
LCD display showing all the time and date information
In Standby Mode thermotalk plus shows the date, time and room temperature,
alternatively, every 5 seconds.
Sensor cleaning alarm
To remind parents to clean the infrared sensor and ensure the accuracy of the
measurements, if thermotalk plus has not been used for a long time or if several
measures have been taken, an audible alarm will be activated and the backlight of the
screen will flash for one minute.
Disconnection to save energy
Using the energy saving option, thermotalk plus turns off automatically after 3 minutes
of being idle, allowing more energy to be saved.
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thermoflexi 89021
EASY TO USE THERMOMETER WITH FLEXIBLE TIP

Accurate

Fever indicator

Flexible tip

Low battery indicator

Memorizes the last
measurement

Batteries included

Auto power off function

Plastic case

Easy to use body thermometer
thermoflexi is a thermometer that easily measures the oral, armpit or rectal temperature
through its flexible tip.
High flexibility and resistance
thermoflexi is fitted with a rubber neck that provides great flexibility and impact
resistance to the thermometer tip.
Storage and transport case
thermoflexi is a small, light thermometer which also includes a practical transparent
plastic case for its storage and transportation.
Anywhere and whatever the circumstances
It can be carried comfortably in the bag, proving very useful both for day-to-day use
and on any kind of trip.
Fever indicator
thermoflexi emits a quiet sound alarm of 10 beep signals when a temperature
exceeding 37.8ºC is detected.
Remembers the last measurement made
When thermoflexi is turned on, the latter indicates the last measurement made with
the thermometer, thereby facilitating the comparison with the new measurement that
is going to be carried out.
Disconnection to save energy and low battery warning
thermoflexi turns off automatically after 9 minutes of being idle, allowing more energy
to be saved. On top of that, it has a low battery display.

display thermoflexi 89027
DISPLAY WITH 12 THERMOFLEXI BODY THERMOMETERS
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ORAL
ARMPIT
RECTAL

THERMOMETERS

89021

89212

89068

89379

89389

89058

thermoflexi

thermosense

thermotalk plus

thermoadvanced pharma

thermoadvanced easy

nasal care

thermistor, flexible tip

infrared

infrared

infrared

infrared

30

2

2

1

1

32.0˚C~42.9˚C / 89.6˚F~109.3˚F

32.0˚C~42.9˚C / 89.6˚F~109.3˚F

32.0˚C~42.9˚C / 89.6˚F~109.3˚F

32.0˚C~42.9˚C / 89.6˚F~109.3˚F

32.0˚C~42.9˚C / 89.6˚F~109.3˚F

5.0˚C~59,9˚C / 41.0˚F~139.8˚F

5.0˚C~59,9˚C / 41.0˚F~139.8˚F

5.0˚C~59,9˚C / 41.0˚F~139.8˚F

5.0˚C~59,9˚C / 41.0˚F~139.8˚F

•2

•2

•1

•1

±1˚C / ±2˚F

±2˚C / ±4˚F

±1˚C / ±2˚F

±1˚C / ±2˚F

2x1.5V AAA

2x1.5V AAA

53~65 kPa

1x1.5V LR41

2x1.5V AAA

2x1.5V AAA

4.5x13x5cm

4.5x13x5cm

2x1.5V AA4

With case: 14 x 2.65 x 1.8 cm
Without case: 13 x 1.55 x 0.75 cm

3.9x13.3x3.2 cm

3.4x12.3x6 cm

body

body /environment / objects / liquids

body / environment

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Technology
Measurement time (seconds)
Body measurement range
Atmospheric measurement range
Body measurement accuracy

•1

Atmospheric measurement accuracy
Suction power
Batteries
Size (width x height x depth)

30

3.9x19.6x6.2 cm

FUNCTIONS
Use
Measurement type
Difference between types of measurement
No. of measurement memorised

ear, forehead

rectal, oral, armpit

forehead without contact

forehead without contact

30 2

9

15

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

ear, forehead

armpit from oral: -1˚C (approx.)
rectal from oral: +1˚C (approx.)

ear from forehead: +1˚C (approx.)

ear from forehead: +1˚C (approx.)

1

9
•

Time/Date display
High temperature indicator

•

•

•

Low battery alert

•

•

•

•

Cleaning symbol alert

•

Pulse measurement
Auto-off

body /environment / objects / liquids body /environment / objects / liquids

body

•

Voice communication

•

•

iOS, Android

•

•

Connection with mobile or tablet (eMyBaby®)

ACCESSORIES
•

Base
Bag / case

•

•

•

•

Silicone tips

•

Silicone rings

•

1

±0,1˚C / ±0,2˚F in the interval (35,0˚C~42,0˚C) / (95,0˚F~107,6˚F)
±0,2˚C / ±0,4˚F rest of temperatures in the measurement range		

2

±0,2˚C / ±0,4˚F in the interval (35,5˚C~42,0˚C) / (95,9˚F~107,6˚F)

3

9 measurements on the thermometer, unlimited records on the eMyBaby® app		

4

batteries not included

±0,3˚C / ±0,5˚F rest of temperatures in the measurement range		
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thermo bath 89061
BATH AND ENVIRONMENTAL THERMOMETER WITH THE FRIENDLY
SHAPE OF A BEE

Stopwatch & timer

Bath thermometer

Environmental thermometer

Alert of high / low temperature

Playmate

Clock

A pleasant and funny bath under any circumstances
thermo bath allows the parents to easily control at any time both the bath water and
the room temperature as it measures them constantly, showing on its screen any
variations that occur.
The baby’s favourite temperature
The ideal bath temperature at home varies between 36 and 38 degrees. With thermo
bath you can reach your baby’s favourite temperature and make sure that it does not
move away from these values.
Playmate
The baby may hold it and even submerge it when it is floating as it complies with the
toy safety standards.
Alerts for high or low temperature
The bee warns with a green light when the water temperature is lower than 30ºC and
with a red light when it is greater than 39ºC. In addition, it shows arrows on the screen
indicating that the water temperature is out the comfort range.
Controls the bath time
Aside from the digital clock, thermos bath also has a stopwatch with a countdown and
count forward which allows parents to control bath time.
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BATH
THERMOMETERS

89061

thermo bath bee

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Measurement time (seconds)
Reading range
Accuracy
Size (width x height x depth)

2
10ºC~50ºC (50 ºF~122ºF)
±1ºC (±2ºF)
6.3x6.8x2.5 cm

FUNCTIONS
Use

liquids / environment

Stopwatch

•

Timer

•

Time indicator

•

Hight temperature indicator

LED / screen icon

Low temperature indicator

LED / screen icon

Low battery alert

•

ACCESSORIES
Bag / case
Batteries
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2xLR44

RELAXATION
A day of relaxation and fun
with the baby
It is fundamental to the baby’s optimum rest that they
relax during the fi rst few years of their life.
Miniland offers a variety of products
to aid in their cognitive development, to strengthen
the bond, and to help the baby to relax.

beMyBuddy foxy 89186
THE MOST INNOVATIVE BABY’S BUDDY

Record songs and stories

100% organic cotton surface

Reproduce the songs from
the device

Promotes cognitive
development

Sounds designed for the baby

Compatibility Bluetooth
3.0 & 4.0

Strengthens the bonds

Technological innovation for the cognitive development of the baby
With the innovative beMyBuddy and our exclusive eMyBaby® application, the baby will
be able to listen and feel its parents’ records, the carefully designed preset sounds and
the songs from its parents device, thereby promoting the cognitive development of the
baby as from its birth until it is 2 years old learning is carried out through the senses.
Close by parents wherever they may be, strengthening bonding
With beMyBuddy parents can record their voices, songs, or the baby’s favourite tales
to be played back later, either immediately or at a later time, anywhere, so the baby will
always feel like they are close by.
A great source of emotions and sensations for the baby!
The beMyBuddy module in eMyBaby® has several songs and sounds which have
been especially designed for the baby - such as the sound of a heart and maternal
womb, sounds from nature, classical pieces, and lullabies.
Infinitive possibilities for music and sounds: can be completely tailored to the
parents’ taste!
Aside from the predefi ned recordings and sounds, it is possible to reproduce the
music stored on the parents mobile phone (Device music) and to create a list of
Favourites, significantly expanding the options.
The most loved organic stuffed toys
The soft and sweet beMyBuddy elephant, with a 100% organic cotton surface, is loved
by all the babies and soon becomes their faithful friend!
Anywhere, with or without its accessories
The small size and lightness of the detachable module means that it can be used
anywhere and in any situation. It can be used on its own, with a strap with a clip to
hook it to a bag or pram, or can even be integrated into the stuffed toy or its two
accessories. It works with a long-life rechargeable battery.
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singing buddy 75002
A LITTLE MONSTER WITH THERAPEUTIC MELODIES TO HELP BABIES
FALL ASLEEP

Record songs and stories

100% organic cotton surface

Reproduce the songs from
the device

Promotes cognitive
development

Sounds designed for the baby

Compatibility Bluetooth
3.0 & 4.0

Technological innovation for the cognitive development of the baby
With the innovative singing buddy and our exclusive eMyBaby® application, the baby
will be able to listen and feel its parents’ records, the carefully designed preset sounds
and the songs from its parents device, thereby promoting the cognitive development of
the baby as from its birth until it is 2 years old learning is carried out through the senses.
Close by parents wherever they may be, strengthening bonding
With singing buddy parents can record their voices, songs, or the baby’s favourite tales
to be played back later, either immediately or at a later time, anywhere, so the baby will
always feel like they are close by.
A great source of emotions and sensations for the baby!
The singing buddy module in eMyBaby® has several songs and sounds which have
been especially designed for the baby - such as the sound of a heart and maternal
womb, sounds from nature, classical pieces, and lullabies.
Infinitive possibilities for music and sounds: can be completely tailored to the
parents’ taste!
Aside from the predefi ned recordings and sounds, it is possible to reproduce the
music stored on the parents mobile phone (Device music) and to create a list of
Favourites, significantly expanding the options.
Anywhere, with or without its accessories
The small size and lightness of the detachable module means that it can be used
anywhere and in any situation. It can be used on its own, with a strap with a clip to
hook it to a bag or pram, or can even be integrated into the stuffed toy or its two
accessories. It works with a long-life rechargeable battery.
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natural sleeper 89261
CREATES THE PERFECT ENVIRONMENT FOR THE BABY’S SLEEP IN
THE MOST NATURAL WAY
Natural sound

Essence included

Rainbow night light

Auto power off (1 hour)

7 fixed colours

Easy cleaning

Touch button

Multi-sensory stimulation of the baby and... quiet nights!
Thanks to its triple functionality of sound generation, colored lights and aromas, natural sleeper
stimulates the senses of hearing, sight and smell of the baby simultaneously, to enhance the
beginning and depth of sleep in a natural way, in a placid atmosphere of calm.
The ideal sound for the baby
The natural sound programmed in natural sleeper is specially designed to calm the baby,
inducing a relaxed and deep sleep. In addition, it helps to mask any ambient sound that
may awake the little one: life is noisy, but it doesn’t have to disturb the baby!
Aromatherapy: today and always
The benefits of aromatherapy are widely demonstrated, and are based on certain
scents that help the baby have greater psychic and physical strength, besides helping
balance their energy and feel good inside. Hence, natural sleeper vaporizes cold mist
using ultrasonic vibrations, gently dispersing natural fragrances in the baby’s room,
creating an atmosphere of peace, transmitting a sense of well-being and helping to
relax, both to fall asleep as well as to favor the induction of deep sleep.
The light the baby loves
Parents can choose between multicolored or fixed light mode, creating the perfect
environment for the baby, stimulating the secretion of melatonin, which will help the
little one achieve a deep, peaceful and serene sleep. In addition, the nightlight, which
helps babies feel safe at night, is cold to the touch.
Independent and combinable sound, light and aroma, in a very simple way
natural sleeper adapts to the needs of each baby and the parents, since it incorporates
four modes of operation that are activated through its touch button, allowing sound,
light and aroma to be used combined or independently.
With auto-off and automatic disconnection
natural sleeper stays on for an hour to ensure that the baby falls asleep and then turns
off automatically. In addition, if the water in the tank runs out during its use, the device
will be disconnected.

set of 3 essential oils 89289
IDEAL FOR HUMIDIFIERS AND DIFFUSERS FOR CHILDREN
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89289

SOUND MODULES

89186 - 75002

beMyBuddy foxy & singing buddy

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Charging time
Playing time
Bluetooth compatibility

2 hours
approx. 8 hours 1
3.0, 4.0

Bluetooth range

10 m

Frequency range

20 Hz - 20 KHz

Output power
Size (diameter x width)
Weight

2W
5.6x2.4x2.4 cm
36.4 g

FUNCTIONS
Compatible with eMyBaby®

•

Sound activation
Sound recording 2
Playback of recorded sounds 2
Predefined sounds 2

•2
•2
Nature, classical experience, close to mum, lullabies 2

Cyclic playback

•2

Reproduction of the device playlist 2

•2

Random reproduction 2

•2

List of favourites 2

•2

Volume control

•2

Timer 2

•2

Auto power off
Connection indicator

Auditory alarm

Low battery indicator

LED and auditory alarm

ACCESSORIES
Size (width x height x depth)
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19x27.5x11.5 cm

Hanging strap and clip

•

MicroUSB to USB charging cable

•

1

Playing time at medium volume

2

On the eMyBaby® App

DREAM STATION

89261

natural sleeper

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Ultrasonic
Capacity (litres)

•
200ml

Touch button/panel

•

Maximum efficiency (m2)

15

Steam flow (ml/h)

30

Autonomy (hours)

6

Power supply

24V, 500mA

Size (width x height x depth)

17x8.1x12.8cm

FUNCTIONS
Auto power off

1 hour

Aroma diffuser

•

Natural sound
Fixed light colours / Rainbow mode
Automatic turn off

•
7/•
•

ACCESSORIES
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Essences

•

Adaptor

•

We support you along the way with any enquiry you
might have
After-sales service

Customer care service

The after-sales service of Miniland is one of our added values and a fundamental part of
our business strategy.

We advise our clients in a personalised way about all of our products and services.

We offer support tailored to the end users, quickly responding to any enquiry or incident,
thus releasing our points of sales from these procedures.
For this reason, we request that if any client requires our after-sales service, they be
encouraged to get in touch with us directly.
After-sales service +34 966 557 775
tecnico@miniland.es
Monday to Friday from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Our team’s manner will always be intimate, agile, and suited to the needs of each client as
their orders are processed and any questions that may arise answered.
Customer care +34 965 564 950
ventas@miniland.es
Monday to Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Fridays from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Pol. Ind. La Marjal I · C/ La Patronal, 10 · 03430 Onil (Alicante) SPAIN · After-sales Service+34 966 557 775 · Customer Service +34 965 564 950
minilandgroup.com

